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Storage Units

CREATIVE 4 COLUMN UNIT - HOLDS 15CM TUBS
4 column shelving unit which holds 12 x 15cm (h) tubs. Tubs not 
included (ED-829015). Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855704 Size 82 (h) x 1�2m (w) x 40 (d) cm $434.50

CREATIVE 4 COLUMN UNIT- HOLDS 7.5CM TUBS
4 column shelving unit which holds 32 x 7.5cm (h) tubs. Tubs not 
included (ED-829016). Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855705 Size 82 (h) x 1�2m (w) x 40 (d) cm $499.50

CREATIVE 3 COLUMN UNIT- HOLDS 7.5CM TUBS
3 column shelving unit which holds 24 x 7.5cm (h) tubs. Tubs not 
included (ED-829016). Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855702 Size 82 (h) x 89 (w) x 40 (d) cm $399.50

CREATIVE 3 COLUMN UNIT - HOLDS 15CM TUBS
3 column shelving unit which holds 12 x 15cm (h) tubs. Tubs not 
included (ED-829015). Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855701 Size 82 (h) x 89 (w) x 40 (d) cm $349.50

CREATIVE 2 COLUMN UNIT - HOLDS 15CM TUBS
2 column shelving unit which holds 8 x 15cm (h) tubs. Tubs not included 
(ED-829015). Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855698 Size 82 (h) x 60 (w) x 40 (d) cm $269.90

CREATIVE 2 COLUMN UNIT- HOLDS 7.5CM TUBS
2 column shelving unit which holds 16 x 7.5cm (h) tubs. Tubs not 
included (ED-829016). Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855699 Size 82 (h) x 60 (w) x 40 (d) cm $314.50
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LARGE TUBS IN 4 COLOURS - 15CM
Designed specifically for use with the Creative Units, but 
they are also a perfect storage solution for individual 
usage. Two of each colour: red, yellow, blue and green.
ED-855709 Size 37 (l) x 26 (w) x 15cm (h) $79.90

8
PACK

SMALL TUBS IN 4 COLOURS - 7.5CM
Designed specifically for use with the Creative Units, but 
they are also a perfect storage solution for individual 
usage. Two of each colour: red, yellow, blue and green.
ED-855710 Size 37 (l) x 26 (w) x 7�5cm (h) $54.90

8
PACK

LARGE TRANSPARENT TUB - 15CM
Long lasting, durable transparent tubs are ideal for storage, water or 
sand play.
ED-829015 Size 37 (l) x 26 (w) x 15cm (h) $9.90

SMALL TRANSPARENT TUB - 7.5CM
Long lasting, durable transparent tubs are ideal for storage, water or 
sand play.
ED-829016 Size 37 (l) x 26 (w) x 7�5cm (h) $7.40

CREATIVE 3 LAYER UNIT WITH TUB RACK - HOLDS 15CM TUBS
2 column shelving unit. One column has 3 layer shelving and the second 
column can hold 4 x 15cm (h) tubs. Tubs not included (ED-829016). Delivery 
restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855708 Size 82 (h) x 81cm (w) x 40cm (d) $384.50
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This functional unit can be used for storage or display purposes. 
Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-855700 Size 82 (h) x 60 (w) x 40 (d) cm $249.90

MEDIUM CREATIVE 3 LAYER SHELF UNIT
Functional 3 layer shelving unit. Delivery restrictions and costs may 
apply.
ED-855703 Size 82 (h) x 81 (w) x 40 (d) cm $284.50

LARGE CREATIVE 3 LAYER SHELF UNIT
Versatile 3 layer shelving unit with 2 columns. Delivery restrictions and 
costs may apply.
ED-855706 Size 0�82 (h) x 1�21 (w) x 0�40m (d) $399.50

CREATIVE BOOK DISPLAY & STORAGE TROLLEY
This multi-purpose storage unit is a perfect addition to any classroom. 
Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-829063 Size 1�14 (h) x 1�24 (w) x 0�60 (d) m $525.50

CREATIVE 3 LAYER SHELF
3 layer corner shelf unit provides extra storage space. Delivery 
restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-848412 Size 82 (h) x 40 (w) x 40 (d) cm $176.50

CREATIVE BOOK BIN WITH PERSPEX ENDS
Made for easy viewing and book selection. The storage compartment 
below is perfect for larger books or resources. Delivery restrictions and 
costs may apply.
ED-829061 Size 45 (h) x 60 (w) x 60 (d) cm $299.50
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CLOTHES STAND
This wooden dressing unit provides storage for hats and shoes and 
a hanging area for dress-up clothes. The full size mirror allows for 
children to view themselves. Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-9114 Size 1�30m x 75cm x 45cm Assembly required $474.50

WOODEN UNIVERSAL PUZZLE HOLDER
The perfect solution for neatly storing different sized puzzles (up to 40 x 
40cm). The case has 13 shelves of varying depths and a sloping front for 
easy access. Assembly required.
ED-522427 Size 44 x 25 x 68cm $349.90
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CREATIVE MULTIPURPOSE STORAGE TROLLEY
With 6 top compartments and 3 layers of shelf, this multi-purpose 
storage unit is a perfect addition to any classroom. Includes heavy duty 
lockable castors for easy movement. Delivery restrictions and costs 
may apply.
ED-829067 Size 82 (h) x 90 (w) x 40 (d) cm $434.50

CREATIVE BOOKSTAND
This shelf is designed to display books on one side and the other 
side for storing or displaying resources. Includes heavy duty lockable 
castors for easy movements. Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-829066 Size 82 (h) x 90 (w) x 40 (d) cm $495.50

CREATIVE INDOOR/OUTDOOR STORAGE BOX
A versatile resource that gives true value for money in its flexibility. Use 
for blocks, dress ups, dancing and music resources, special projects, 
engineering and recycling boxes for collage. Delivery restrictions and 
costs may apply.
ED-829071 Size 40 (h) x 50 (w) x 50 (d) cm $324.50

CREATIVE CHILDREN STORAGE BOX
This smooth storage box features gas struts and soft close cabinet 
hinges making ie easy to open and protect delicate fringers when 
closing. Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.
ED-829062 Size 50 (h) x 80 (w) x 40 (d) cm $314.50
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24CM ED-85911 Seat height 24cm $24.90
30CM ED-85921 Seat height 30cm $32.90
34.5CM ED-85931 Seat height 34�5cm $44.90
40CM ED-85941 Seat height 40cm $74.90
45CM ED-85951 Seat height 45cm $84.90
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Tables

DELUXE RESIN CHAIRS 
Expertly designed to support growing bodies and a provide a comfortable 
learning environment for children. The Deluxe Resin chair range is perfect 
for early childhood and primary schools. Each chair is stackable. Delivery 
restrictions and costs may apply.

BEECH CHAIRS 
Creative Classrooms wood range of chairs offers the perfect combination 
of a solid, natural timber chair whilst being designed to be durable and 
long lasting. Available in a range of sizes. Made of Beech wood. Delivery 
restrictions and costs may apply.

26CM ED-85330 Seat height 26cm $86.90
30CM ED-85340 Seat height 30cm $87.90
34CM ED-85350 Seat height 34cm $98.90

CREATIVE TABLES
Specially designed to meet the environments of early 
childhood and kindergartens, these stylish tables have 
a smooth surface and are free from defects and anti-
scratching, ensuring durablity. Made from environmentally 
friendly products. Delivery restrictions and costs may apply.

CREATIVE SQUARE TABLE
ED-86051 Size 90 x 90cm $289.50

CREATIVE  
RECTANGULAR TABLE
ED-86061 Size 1�2m x 60cm $329.50
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TABLE LEGS FOR CREATIVE TABLES
5 different heights in 1! The adjustable height ranges from 37 
to 62cm. Made of metal.
ED-86092 Size 37 to 62cm $109.50

4
PACK

CREATIVE ROUND TABLE
ED-86071 Size 1�8 x 1�2m $289.50

CREATIVE GROUP TABLE
ED-86081 Size up to 0�62 (h) x 1�8 (w) x 0�9m (d) $379.50

SPACE DIVIDER
Free standing room divider. 
ED-85641 Size 76cm (h) x 1�8m (w) x 38cm (d) $274.50

WOODEN GARDEN FENCE LARGE
Ideal for outdoor use, this high quality large Garden Fence can 
be used to liven up an outdoor space or use as a space divider. 
Regular maintenance with a timber sealer and regular cleaning is 
recommended.
ED-829073 Size 55 (h) x 22 (w) x 101cm (l) $135.90

WOODEN GARDEN FENCE SMALL
This lovely fence can be used as a space divider, or to liven up an 
outdoor play area. Suitable for outdoor use, cleaning and regular 
maintenance is recommended.
ED-829074 Size 55 (h) x 22 (w) x 55cm (l) $79.90 

New!
New!
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Sleeping and Activity Mats

METAL HANGING MAT HANGER
Holds eight 5cm thick hanging mats. Mounts to wall or closet door and 
protrudes 43cm. Hanger folds for safety when not in use.
CL-WH300 Holds 8 mats $52.90

GERM-FREE NO FOLD REST MAT
Rest in comfort with the no-fold rest mat! 
Solid, dense, flame retardant, 5cm thick foam 
provides a more restful surface for naptime. 
The mats are covered with a heavy-duty, heat-
sealed vinyl that is durable, easy to sanitize 
and waterproof.
CL-NOFOLD Size 122cm (l) 
x 61cm (w) $64.90 EACH

ACTIVITY MAT
Easy to expand activity mat! Create more cushioned space by 
connecting to other mats with the hook and loop extensions. Works 
for both indoor and outdoor activities and sectioned for easy fold-up 
storage. Wash clean with just soap and water.
CL-TMAT  Size 1�83m (l) x 1�2m (w) x 3�8cm (thick) $295.90

HANGING REST MAT
These 5cm foam, durable mats are designed 
for easy storage and are perfect for the needs 
of a child-care environment. Conveniently 
hangs for easy storage.
CL-HANGIT Size 132cm (l)
x 56cm (w) $94.90

HANGING REST MAT SHEET
50/50 poly cotton sheet slips like a pillowcase over the top of mat. Put 
the ties through the holes at the ‘foot’ end of the mat and 
tie for a secure fit. Stays on while hanging, too. Machine 
washable.
CL-FMTSHT6 Size 137cm (l) x 91cm (w) $22.90 EACH

6
PACK

FITTED MAT SHEET
These fitted mat sheets make all rest mats cozy and sanitary. Fitted 
pockets on 4 corners. Machine washable, absorbent, 50/50 poly 
cotton.
CL-FMAT6 Fits mats up to 5cm (thick)
122cm (l) x 79cm (w) $24.90 EACH

6+
BUY

$19.50
EACH

4+
BUY

$52.90
EACH

6+
BUY

$17.90
EACH
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31CM RATTAN RECTANGLE BASKET
MY-L9304 Size 54 (l) x 41 (w) x 31cm (d) $76.50

Rattan Baskets are a very versatile, stylish storage solution for classrooms.

18CM RATTAN RECTANGLE BASKET
MY-L9221 Size 53 (l) x 31 (w) x 18cm (d) $57.90

15CM RATTAN RECTANGLE BASKET
MY-L9161A Size 42 (l) x 34 (w) x 15cm (d) $39.90

10CM RATTAN RECTANGLE BASKET
MY-L9161B Size 36 (l) x 28 (w) x 10cm (d) $31.90

FLAX BOX SQUARE
MY-005854 Size 10 x 10cm $5.90 EACH

FLAX BOX RECTANGULAR
MY-005861 Size 17 (w) x 10cm (h) $6.90 EACH

KETE BASKETS
3 sizes 20 x 16cm (h), 26 x 17cm (h), 
32 x 18cm (h)
MY-009593 $29.90

3
PACK

Baskets
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KORERO MAORI DESIGN MAT
Welcome children onto this mat for a Korero! This durable, comfortable 
mat has a beautiful Maori design by New Zealand artist Turumakina 
Duley. The round shape lends itself to cooperative games and activities. 
Made from 95% recycled material. Comes in recycled plastic carry bag. 
Size 2�7m diameter�
BLACK AND WHITE RM-GKOZ54A
GREEN AND WHITE RM-GKOZ54B

Rugs and Mats

MANGOPARE MAORI DESIGN MAT
This versatile mat features a bold Mangopare 
design (based on hammerhead sharks) 
by New Zealand artist Turumakina Duley. 
Made from 95% recycled material. Comes in 
recycled plastic carry bag.
Size 2�7 (h) x 1�8 (w) m
RED, WHITE AND BLACK RM-GKOZ2000B
BLACK AND GREEN RM-GKOZ2000C

These recycled mats are made from UV treated recycled polypropylene and are suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use. Define a play space or bring an area to life at your school or early childhood education centre!

MANGOPARE MAORI DESIGN RUNNER
This stunning Mangopare Maori Design Runner would look 
the part in any kindergarten, early learning centre, school 
or kura. Perfect as a playmat, or storytime mat, cultural 
wall hanging or bring on outings. A lovely piece of art that 
will add something special to your space. Made from 95% 
recycled material. Comes in recycled plastic carry bag.
RM-GKOZ20A Size 2�7 (h) x 0�9 (w) m $89.50

$152.50
EACH

$194.50
EACH
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MAURI OORAA DESIGN MAT
This eye-catching semi-circle mat is made 
from recycled products. The mat is called 
‘Mauri ooRaa’ which represents the Life 
Essence that comes through sun and is the 
essence of all life on Earth. The mat can 
be used in an indoor or outdoor setting. 
Made from 95% recycled material. Comes in 
recycled plastic carry bag.
RM-GKOZ56A Size 2�7m diameter $149.50

CHINDI RUG
A unique rug with a mix of bright and beautiful colours. Bring 
some vibrancy and colour into your early childhood centre, 
school or kura. Perfect for storytime, a library corner or a 
general play-mat. Made with off-cut fabric from clothing 
manufacturers. Made from 100% recycled cotton.
MEDIUM RM-CRIN02 Size 1�8m diameter $324.50
LARGE RM-CRIN03 Size 3m diameter $754.50

LALOLAGI PASIFIKA DESIGN MAT
Lalolagi translates as ‘from earth’ and was designed by 
Paul Childs, a Samoan artist. This fashionable colour 
scheme makes it easy to coordinate with existing decor. 
Made from 95% recycled material. Comes in recycled 
plastic carry bag.
RM-GKOZ320A Size 1�8m square $134.50
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LARGE FLAX MAT
The Flax Mat has a beautiful woven design which makes the mat very 
strong and durable and can be used indoors and outdoors. .
MY-005878 2 x 1�5m $39.90

1-DOMED ACRYLIC CONVEX MIRROR
Made from scratch resistant acrylic these mirror panels are safe and 
ideal for any classroom or nursery setting. The convex mirror domes 
provide a distorted, fun and interesting view of the world for children to 
explore. They can be sited inside or outside and come with sticky pads 
and corner fixing brackets for attachment to any flat surface.
CM-72404 Size 49 x 49cm $134.90

9-DOMED ACRYLIC CONVEX MIRROR
Made from scratch resistant acrylic these mirror panels are safe 
and ideal for any classroom or nursery setting. Children are drawn 
to mirrors for the observation of themselves and objects. The convex 
mirror domes provide a distorted, fun and interesting view of the world 
for children to explore. They can be sited inside or outside and come 
with sticky pads and corner fixing brackets for attachment to any flat 
surface.
CM-72408 Size 49 x 49cm $134.90

PLAYGROUND STORAGE CAGE
Fantastic for storing all your balls and playground equipment! This 
powder coated frame is mounted on strong durable castor wheels for 
easy mobility.  The castor wheels also include locks so the cage can be 
fixed in position once moved into location.  The gaps between the metal 
rungs of the frame are close enough together so that the cart will 
accommodate inflated balls of various sizes. Delivery restrictions and 
costs may apply.
ED-68041 Size 1�17m x75cm x 89cm $494.50
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